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This thesis is a study of the feasibility of classifying submerged 
mines by means of a nuclear aagnetio resonance device which observes the 
gradients in the perturbed magnetic field of the earth in the vicinity 
ot the mine. 
The author's work on this project was accomplished at Varian 
Associates Instrument-Research Laboratory in Palo Alto, California• 
during the period January to Maroh, 1968, while a student in the 
Engineering Electronics curriculum at the u. s. Naval Postgraduate School, 
Monterey. California. 
The idea for ·this means of classifying mines originated with 
Dr. Martin E. Packard of Varian Aaaooiates • 
The author wishes to express his _appreciation to Dr. Packard, and 
Messrs. Dolan Mansir and John Drake of.' Varian Associates, and to 
Professor Carl E. Menneken of the u. s. Naval Postgraduate School for 
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UNCLASSifiED TABLE OF SYMBOLS 
-a : nuclear spin angular momentum 
T : nuclear spin quantum number 
Planck's constant : 6.625 X lo-34 joule-sec li 
-
-
e : electronic charge : 1.602 X lo-19 coulomb 
M : mass of nucleus 
o : speed of light : 2.998 X 108 m~ters/seo 
Mn : Nuclear magneton : 5.05 X lo-27 joulew,meter2/weber 







proton gyromagnetic ratio : 2.7 X 104 (gauss-sec)•l 
magnetic field (induction) in gauss (1 gauss : lQ-4 
weber/meter2) 
magnetic field (induction) in gamma (1 gamma : lo-5 gauss) 
Hp : polarizing magnetic field 






: change of magnetic field across a sample 
: nuclear magnetic moment of one nucleus 
: macroscopic nuclear magnetic dipole moment per unit volume 
(the total resultant of all the nuclear moments of a 
substance) (M :1tH) 
: magnetic susceptibility : 3.4 X 1o•lO gauss/oersted for 
protons in water 
.: Larmor frequency 
~ : angular precession frequency 
cp : magnetic induction flux. webers (1 weber : 108 maxwell) 
Tl : relaxation thne (time constant with whioh M exponentially 
approaches its final val.ue when sample is being polarized) 



















: transverse relaxation time (time oonstant at whioh M 
deoays tram its polarized value to zero it the sample 
is in a zero gradient field.) 
: time constant at whioh g decays tram its final polarized 
value to zero if the sample is in a non-zero gradient 
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1. Introduction • 
Presently operational mine-detecting sonar cannot distinguiSh with 
any degree of certainty between an actual mine and a non-mine which gives 
echoes similar to a mine. Sinoe it is obviously desirable to be able to 
distinguish a mine fran a rook, mound, sunken wreckage, steel barrel, eto., 
a means of class~fying such sonar contacts is one of the present needs of 
the P'leeto 
If sonar ot high enough resolving power were available to determine 
the physical shape ot the contact, the contact could be olaasitied by 
this means. Any other device that oould determine the Shape of the 
unknown object could also be used to classify it as a mine or a non-mine. 
In plaoe of the technique or high resolution sonar to determine the shape 
ot the object, the possibility of detecting its Shape by detecting the 
pattern of the magnetic field gradient around it has been suggested.(l) 
The earth • 1 magnetic field is constant at any given instant over a portion 
ot space comparable to the vol'UIIle oocupied by a mine. It; however, the 
field 18 perturbed by the presence of the mine, it will no longer be a 
conetant field but will poaaen gradients. A look at the gradiente of 
the magnetic field in the vicinity of a sonar oontaot might give·;enougb 
information ~o determine the approx~ate shape. 
f 
The thought of measuring the gradients around a mine to determine 
its ahape, md a method of making these measurements originated with 
Dr. Martin E. Packard ot Varian Associates, Palo Alto, California. He 
found a method whereby the large gradients around a mine could be 
observed by means ot a tree nuclear precession magnetaneter. 'l'he tree 
precession magnetaneter was developed by Varian, Packard and Bowen ( 2) 
AI"\WI''I":t·'JI------- 1 00£41 %Dl511· :L-J.A~ 













for measuring the magnitude of the earth 1 s magnetic field. It generates 
as its output an audio frequency which is proportional to the magnitude 
of the magnetic field in which the sensing element is located. As the 
result of an "interrogation" of the instrument, an audio frequency output 
signal is generated which decaya exponentially in a few seconds. 
(Figure la) The frequency or thia audio signal must be measured before 
the signal dies out in order to determine the magnitude or the field. 
~is is not a continuous reading instrument, but gives single readings 
onoe every few-seconds.) 
A gradianeter had been developed previously by Varian which utilized 
the principle of the free precession magnetometer. This gradianeter 
measured the gradient of a magnetic field by means of two sensing elements 
located a fixed distance apart. The magnitude of the magnetic field was 
measured simultaneously at both points and the difference in the readings 
divided by the distance between the two sensing elements gave the value 
of the gradient of the field. This gradianeter was for the purpose of 
mea~uring much smaller gradients than those encountered near a mine so it 
could not be used to measure the larger gradients present near a mine. 
The distance between its sensing elements was so large that the fine 
shape of field of non-constant gradient between the sensing elements 
could not be detected. In addition, in a field of high gradient, the 
value of field could change significantly fran one side of a sensing 
element to the other and thereby "kill" the signal.1 To measure the 
high gradients encountered around a mine, a single element gradiometer 
was needed which would measure the change in field across the sensing 
~is effect is discussed in Section 2f and on p 31 o£ Section 3. 
~- 2 
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U\\Jf't A rru:u:o element. Such an instrument was found ponible i)~\~tt\ftf.vL~' · 
that the oharacteriltic decay time of' the signal fran an earth' a field 
magnetometer was shortened considerably if' a magnetic material was held 
near the single sensing element. (See Figure lb) The nearer the metal 
object was held to the sensing element. the shorter the decay time became. 
This was attributed to the increased gradient of' magnetic field near the 
metal. It is shown in Appendix I that the decay time is related to the 
change in the magnitude of' the magnetic field across the sensing element. 
This means that gradients large enough to give a significant change in 
field across a small sensing coil could be measured by using a single 
sensing head and measuring the decay time of' the output signal. The 
value of gradients present around a mine are of about the right magni-
tude to make the magnetometer a good prospect as a measuring device of 
these gradients. The great need tor a mine classifying device and the 
facility with which th~ magnetometer could be modified for this uae made 
it seem worthwhile to investigate the feasibility of this method of mine 
clauifioation. 
I£ an operational system were built to classify sonar contacts the 
inf'onnation that would be required fran the system would be simultaneous 
measurement of the values of the field gradient at several points around 
the contact. This could be achieved with a modified version of a free 
nuclear precession magnetometer. Instead of one sensing element. it 
would be provided with several. arranged in a plane array in the water 
over the· contact. (See Figure 2) Each sensing element would provide 
information to a display device which would produce a visual display of 
the gradients at· each point in the array. This display might be• for 
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(a) Plan View (b) Side View 
Figure 2. A Possible Arrangement .for a Towed Array of 
Sensing Elements. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 •••• 
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Figure 3. A Cathode Ray Oscilloscope u .. d tor displ~ ot 
information !'rem the towed array or sensing elements. 
An array of spots on the taoe of the scope would 
correspond to the physical array of aenaing elements. 
The intensity ot each apot would be proportional to· 


















instance, an array of spots on a cathode ray oscilloscope corresponding 
to the array of sensing heads, each spot of intensity proportional to the 
magnetic field gradient at that point in the physical array. (See Figure 3) 
. 
This would have the effect of presJ9nting a mosaic picture. of th~ contact. 
The physical array of sensing elements oould be in the form of a matrix 
whose elements are, ·say, six to twelve inches apart. The matrix could con-
~ tain,·perhaps, 100 sensing elements and be towed behind a minesweeper in 
the fashion of regular sweep gear. If this matrix were towed across a 
sonar contact which appears on sonar as a possible mine, the visual display 
of the magnetic gradients that the sensing matrix encountered might pro-
vide a quick evaluation of the oontact or at least provide information in .. 
addition to that obtained from the sonar, and permit a reduction in the 
• num~er of contacts that would have to be investigated further. It should 
be reiterated here for emphasis that this proposed device is for the.pur-
pose of olassitying mines, not detecting them. 
A proposal by Varian Associates to the Bureau ~f Ships(l) suggested 
a study in two parts of the feasibility of this method of classification. 
The first part was a study as to whether the signature of a mine contained 
\ 
enough information to identi.f'y it, and the second part was the study and 
development of a system prototype for evaluation if the mine signature were 
found to be a feasible means of identifying mines. This thesis will be 
oonoerned with the first part of that study. 
The system which w.s proposed to the Bureau of Ships is built around 
a tree nuclear precession magnetometer. A better understanding of what 
follows will be obtained if a brief description of a free precession 
magnetometer is presented. A more detailed explanation of the physical 
















principles involved in the operation of a magnetometer will be found in 
the next section on Theory. A brief, qualitative description of the mag-
., 
netaneter, follows here: 
Since the formulation of the physical concept of nuclear spin by, 
. 
Pauli, several devices have been built whioh utilize this pri~oiple. The 
• free nuclear precession magnetometer is one suoh instrument. The operatio~. 
of a free nuclear precession magnetometer depends on the gyroscope-like 
properly of free protons. This gyroscope-like property'results from the 
faot that each proton spina about an axis through its center. In the case 
of water, or~ light hydrocarbon, the presence of ionized hydrogen pro-
vides free hydrogen nuclei, or, free protons. In a manner analogous to 
a force acting on the spin moment of an ordinary gyroscope and causing it 
to precess, the foroe of the earth'~ magnetic field aota on the magnetic 
moment of the spinning protons and causes them to precess: The frequency 
of precession in both the gyroscope and the proton is directly propor~ 
tional to the magnitude of the force acting on it. Therefore, if the 
frequency of proton precession oould be measured, the magnitude of the 
foroe causing the precession, that is, the magnitude of the earth's 
I 
magnetic field, would be determinedo 
In order to measure the frequency of proton precession·, many prdtons 
must be caused to precess coherently so that an effect will be _obtained 
which is large enough to observe. In the free nuclear precession 
magnetometer, this coherence of proton prec~ssion is obtained as follows: 
The sample,- such as water, containing free protons, is placed inside a 
ooil which is fed with a direct current great enough to produce a statio 
magnetic field of approx~ately one hundred gauss inside the coil. This· 
















one hundred gauss field, about two hundred times the magnitude of the 
earth's magnetic field. is strong enough to cause a large number of 
spinning protons to line up with their axes all pointing in the direction 
or the one hundred gauss polarizing field. The coil is oriented such 
that the polarizing field is approximately perpendicular to the earth's 
field. The direct current in the coil is then out off abruptly and the 
polari~ing field collapses. This leaves the earth's magnetic field 
present, and so the protons acted on by this force. begin to precess 
about the direction of the earth's magnetic fieldo Since the protons 
began this precession from the s'am.e starting position, they start out 
precessing in phase. A large number or protons precessing in ~hase in 
the sample is enough to induce an audio voltage in the coil surrounding 
the sampleo This voltage varies at the frequency of precession. The 
frequency is measured and converted into terms of field strength of the 
earth's magnetic field. The signal obtained has a shape like that shown 
in Figure 1. The audio frequency voltage is contained in an exponentially 
decaying envelope. The magnetometer is instrumented to measure this 
frequency before the signal dies out and thereby give a measure of the 
earth's magnetic once each time the sample protons are polarized and per-
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2. 'theory. 
The method of operation of a tree preoesaion magnetometer and a 
method of adapting it to measure gradients may be described more tully 
by means of certain physical concepts. This section presents a resume 
ot the pertinent physical concepts which are used to provide a quantita-
tive description of the operation of the magnetometer. 
a. Nuolear Spin 
The ooncept of nuclear spin was first suggested by Pauli. It came 
' 
· aa the culmination of a long search tor a suitable theory to explain the 
presence of a hyperfine structure observed in same of the spectral lines 
ot many elements. The presence of these- hyper fine ti'ines was aesumed to 
be due to additional diorete energy levels in the alam. but the phenomena 
providing these additional energy levels could not be discovered. Then 
Pauli theorized that the nuclei of the atoms spin about an axia and there• 
tore ponese an angular momentum 
i. : -I h 
-2Tr (1) 
- . where I is the "nuclear spin quantum number." 
The hyperfine lines could the~ be explained by the energies possessed by 
the spinning nuclei. 
b. Nuclear Magnetic Moments (3 ) 
·The nucleus has an angular momentum due to its spin.· The spinning 
charge of the nuoleus also gives it a magnetic moment. Methods have been 
developed to determine the value of nuclear magnetic moments. The nu-
cle~magnetic moment is expressed in ter.ms of a "Nuclear Magneton." Mm 
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defined by 
Mn: eh (2) 41T Mo 
Then, analogous to Lan48~ g factor for electrons, a nuolear g factor may 
be defined: 
g = Nuglpar Mametiq .Mqpent in unUI gf MP (3) Nuclear Spin Angular Momentum in units of' 1i 
\. J::_ IMn g : 
A similar definition is that of the gyroma~etio ratio, 't p 
'(p = Nuclear Magnetic Moment (4) Nuclear Spin Angular·Momentum 
tp: ~ ...... 
m 
Therefore, the Nuclear Magnetic Moment, p. h given bya 
L1 - g I Mn - g I eh - .Jp I '1'i 
r· - - 4 1f' Me - 61 . (5) 
By Larmer's l~eorem, a nucleus of magnetic moment f-A" subjected to a con-
stant homogeneous field i will precess about the direction ot H with a 





t:li. : '{pH 
I1i 
(6) 
So, tor a known constant H, the value of r can be determined by measuring 
the precessional frequency, 7/ • One method termed the "Magnetic Reson-
ance Method" developed by Rabi 1 and his co-workers depends upon resonance 
between the precession frequency of' the nuclear "magnet" about a constant 
lr. I. Rabi, s. Millman, P. Kuaoh, and J. R. Zacharias Phy Rev 53, 318 
(1938)J 55 526 (1939) 
\\~(\. 
,~,~n 
~~ ~- ·. 








magnetic field direction and 
UNCLASS!FifD 
an impressed high frequency magnetio field. 
o. Nuolear Induction 
Very aocurate measurements of nuolear magnetic momenta were made in 
1946 by Bloch, Hansen and Paokard(3) using a prooess called "Nuclear 
Induction." This was a significant -modification of the magnetic resonance 
.principle. A diagram. of the apparatus they used is shown below: 
z.. 
IRA NSM tTTiiR 
/ 
f / RECf!IVEI'( 
• C.ou. •. 
·-
.., 
Figure 4. A Diagram. of the Apparatus used in the Nuolear 
!nduotion Experiment by Bloch, Hansen and Paokard. 
A spherical sample of the material under investigation is placed between 
the faces of a large magnet whioh provides a strong, homogenous, oonstent 
· magnetic field in the z-direotion. Many of the nuolear magnets will line 
up with this fieldJ that is, they will precess about the z-direction at 
the Larmor frequency, but each proton will have a component of its 
magnetic moment, ~ in the direction of H. Instead of dealing with 
microscopic quantities, it is possible to consider the sample as a para• 
magnetic substance having a large moment, M located at the center of 
the spherical sample. i also has a component in the Y·direction, so a 
~ 11 
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-da 1 dM 
at= Yp at • (M X H) . (11) 
-~ = Yr (M x H) .-, (12) 
-This time variation of M results in a voltage being induced in t~e 
receiving coil. It is seen that the nearer the angle between M and H 
approaches 90° the larger will be the voltage induced. Max'imum voltage 
(or resonance) occurs when~ is perpendicular to li (or approximately per-
pendicular to H0 ) • 
. The· nuclear magnetic moment is determined by measuring frequency of 
resonance and applying the relation 
7) - ~H 
- I h 
(6) 
It is seen that an aco.urate det~rmination of p. depends on an accurate 
knowledge of the value of H, the constant magnetic field. Since the value 
of fA for many different nuclei has been accurately determined, Bloch 
suggested that this method could be reversed and used to determine values 
of unknown statio magnetic field. 
d~ Free Nuclear Precession 
Techniques of magnetic resonance and nuclear induction have been used 
for precision measurements of fields of 25 gauss and higher. An entirely 
new concept, free nuclear precession, made it possible to extend field 
strength measurements down to the order of the earth's magnetic field, 
0.5 gau'rJs (J?O,OOO gamma) and measure them to an accuracy of Ool gamma. 
Free nuclear precession was first demonstrated in 1954 by Russell 
Varian, Martin Packard and Lt. Chas. Bowen, USNo It utilizes the methods 
of nuclear induction but uses a fundamentally different way of producing 
~NF iiJENTlXL 13 
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cOherent precession of the magnetic moment about the ma~etic field which 
~ is being measured. In the magnetic resonanae method, conerent precession 
is obtained by ~pressing an r.f. magnetic field perpendicular to the 
measured field. This causes the macroscopic moment, M , to tend to orient 
perpendicular to the measured field (i.e., parallel to the r.f. field). 
When the frequency of this r.f. field is near the Larmor fre~ency, -zJ: fpH 
the magnetic moment, M , is tipped from its original direction and pre• 
oesses about the measured field, thereby inducing a measurable voltage in 
the receiving ooil. 
However, in the free nuclear precession soheme, M is lined up pe~pen-
dicular to the field being measured, i.e., the earth's magnetic field • 
This is accomplished by placing it in a strong d.c. polarizing field 
oriented perpendicular to the earth's field. The polarizing field is then 
suddenly turned orr, leaving D perpendicular to He• the earth's magnetic 
- - -field. The force or He acting on M causes M to precess about the direction 
of He at the Lannor ,trequenoy given by]}; '(p He•. The preceuing moment 
· will induce a voltage in a coil oriented with its axis perpendicular to 
the direction or He and the frequency of this voltage can be measured to 
determine the magnitude of He• Figure 5'shows the orientation of K 
during polarization and during free precession. The coil need not be 
exaotly!perpendicular to the earth's field, but that orientation will 
give the mu~um signal. Any varying component of ii which is parallel 
to the coil axis will induce a voltage. The induced voltage is maximum 
when the coil is perpendicular to the earth's field. 
The voltage induced in the pick-up coil by the precessing moment is 
given by the relationa 
~ 14 
,1\''' 1 ,..c,..-,,r(D . ''<{ ~. :. pr.') \\."'· . ;'"' . 
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V :-NA '\,Hp Wain wt x 1o·8 volts 
where N : number of receiver coil turns 
A : cross sectional area of sample 
I 
't • susceptibility of water sample 
: 3e4 X lo-10 
Hp = polarizing field in gauss 
~ : ')P He : 2.7 X 104 He 
This exp~ession for the induoed voltage is derived as followsa 
v= N ~ 
dt 
~ : A Jl cos wt where M : 'X. Hp 
- : A 'X, Hp cos wt; 
~ :-WA "\,lip sin wt 
N ~ :-N A'(, Rp w sin wt; Abvolta 
V •-N A ~Hp \IJ sin wt x 1o-8 volts 
e. T~anaverse Relaxation Time 
(13) 
The accuracy of the field measurement is dependent upon how long 
the induced !Signal ot the tree p~ecesaj,on ia p~esent for measuremen'b. Thit 
aignal does not ~emain indefinitely. but deoaya in a given 'bime. 'l2 • ('ll • 
'the relaxation time i1 the time oonttant with which :II exponentially 
~pproaohea its final value atter the polarising field 11 turned on. T1 is 
of the same order of magnitude as T2 and is alwaya equal to or greater than 
T2)• The aignal decay• approximately exponentially with the time oon-
IJtant T2 because of pha1e incoherence caused by inhomogenitiea of the field 
across the a~mple. These are caused by local fields trCIIl lpin•spin 
coupling and spin-lattice ooupling9 
f. Etteot of External Field Gradient on Relaxation T:bne 
The signal induced in a coil by tree preoeaaion ot nuclei deoaya 









approx~ately exponentially with t~e constant T2• This assumes that the 
external field across the sensing head is a homogeneous field such as the 
earth's magnetic field. However, if a gradient exists in the magnetic 
\' 
field acrosi the umple, the signal will decay in a shorter time, T • An 
expression for this shortened decay ttme, T isa 
(14) .l. • ...L:. .f. ..1.... 
T T2 T2• See Appendix I 
2 
where T2* • p (15) 
)(p is the gyromagnetic rato, 2.7 x 10 4 (gauss-sec)·l 
d H is the change in field, in gauss, across the sample. 
AH:t 
(14) and (15) 
( 1f- 1) Combining equations and solving tor ll H J... T2 
Since 'l' 2 is a constant of the material used as the sample in the §lmSin& "- ; -
• '- . .J 
~ 
head, a measurement of the decay tbne, T, is sufficient to determine the • 
<>, 
change in field across the sample. This combined with a knowledge o} thi ~~ 
sample dimensions in the direction of the gradient gives the value of the 
gradient. (The direction ct the gradient is inconsequential if a apheri-
cal sample is used since the dimensions of the sample are then the same 
in any direction.) 
The envelope of the signal tram a sample in a gradient field is only 
approximately exponential as is shown in Appendix I. However, within 
; 
experimental accuracy, the envelope may be considered a pure exponential 
of time constant T when measuring T. 
It is seen that if the gradient or a magnetic field is to be deter• 
mined, it is not necessary to measure the frequency of the tree precession 
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signalJ only the tllne of decay of the free precession signal has to be 
measured. 
g. Dipole Perturbation of the Earth's Magnetic Field 
A mine case which is approximately oylindrioal in shape will possess 
induoed magnetism from the earth's field and will perturb the earth's 
i 
field in a manner Sllnilar to a magnetic dipole. For this reason a know-
ledge of the shape of the field around a dipole will give an idea qf what 
shape field should be expected around a mine oase. In addition. the shape 
of the field around a dipole must be known sinoe. to classify a mine• the 
oharaoteristios in its field shape which differ from the field of a dipole 
must be deteoted. That is. it the mine is to be identified by its 
characteristic field shape. details of the aotual mine shape must cause 
a field pattern different tram the oharaoteristic dipole pattern (which 
could be expected tram an object IUCh as a .teel barrel.) 
With the aid of Figure e. the approximate shape of the field around 
an induced dipole m~ be obtaineda 
----)1.-31- MAGHi:Tl c NornH 
1-\e.~-
0 
(a) M:agnetillll induced in a terroua material 
in the earth •• maanetio field. 
(b) Magnified view of 
induced dipole in (a) 
Figure 6. A Heuristic Derivation of the Magnetic Field in the Vicinity 
ot an Induced Magnetic .Dipole. 
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(c) Resultant total .field H in the vicinity of induced magnetic dipole. 
Figure 6. A-Heuristic Derivation o~ the Magnetic Field in the VioiniW, ~r 
an Induced Magnetic Dipole. 1' 
If the s~ape ot the fi~ld around a dipole is that shown in Figure 6 it ojn 
be visualized that, at a given height above the dipole, the gradient in 
the f'ield is .higher at the ends .of' the dipole than in the center. There-
fore, the gradient pattern in a plane above a mine would be expected to 
contain points of high gradient over the ends (When oriented in a North-
South direction) and lower gradients over the center. It this oonfig• 
uration or the gradient field is plotted, it would appear as in Figure 7~ 
/ 
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Figure 7. A Plot or the Expected Magnetic Gradient a in a Plane 
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A developnent by Jlempell shows that the shape of the field obtained 
heuristically in Figure 6 is a good approx~ation or the oorrect shape. 
His derivation of expressions tor the field above an induced dipole are 
contained in Appendix IIo 
la. c. Rempel. Dipole Perturbation or the Earth' 1!1 l4agnetic Field• 
Varian Associates Technical Memorandtm1. TMo-zs • 
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3. Experimental Work. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
QOlli'IM'!I! Y Y, 
As was stated in the introduction, the purpose of this theais is to 
obtain data and interpret it in order to determine the feasibility of 
classifying mines by means of a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) de'rlce. 
The data required for this purpose is the value of the gradient of the 
earth's magnetic field at points in a plane just above a mine case. With 
a plot of this data, a map of constant gradient lines can be drawn. Also 
a mosaic plot to simulate the gradient field information as it would be 
displayed on a ORO may be made. These two plots will then aerve as the 
basis of determining the feasibility of a system utilizing NMR classifi-
cation. It the two plots resemble the mine case in Shape or at least it 
they differ significantly from the plot obtained it a simple magnetic 
dipole were substituted for the mine case, then the proposed .,ystem will 
be considered feasible. If the plot is not different enough from a plot 
of the dipole to add any information to that available by sonar, the 
propoaed system will be considered impracticable. 
At a large distance from the mine case, little effect on the earth's 
field can be detectedo A greater perturbation of the field Will be 
observed oloaer to the mine, and to obtain a plot that shows any detail 
ot the shape of the mine, it will probably be necessary to get very close 
to the mine, a distance comparable to the diameter of the mine. In an 
attempt to obtain this detail, gradients were measured in a plane twenty-
four inches above the top surface of the mine as it lay'flat on the ground. 
To obtain these measurements,· the tree precession signal was observed on 
an oscilloscope and a photograph taken of the signal. The value o~ the 















t~.- required tor the signal to decay to e UNCLASSIFIED t~es ite initial value • 
... A major problem associated ~th the experiment was the design and con-
struction ot a sensing head that would produce .a signal aa close to. a 
large metal object as 24" •. Prel~inary to the design of this sensing head, 
measurements of the magnitude ot the field around the mine were made with 
a Varian Portable Magnetometer, M-49• tor the purpose ot determining What 
value ot gradients to expeot. With the sensing head, Which contained a 
water sample 4" long and 1 3/4" in diameter, all signals diaapP.ared within 
40" tram the mine and no reliable reading could be obtained within 60" ot 
/ ' 
the mine. The signal disappears olose to the mine because the change in 
field ·across the sample is so large that the decay t:tma is too short to 
detect a signal. Therefore the sensing head must be made ~aller so that 
the change ot magnetic field across it is not so large. A IDI.aller coil 
tor the aenaing head, however, introduces the following problems which 
. ' 
muat be overcanea 
· 1. For the same polarizing current, a small coil produces 
a analler polarising field and therefore a analler signal 
1a available. To obtain the same value of polarising 
field, a larger amount ot power must be dissipated by 
the coil. 
' s 2. A smaller coil and simple will cause a reduction in N 
ratio over that ot a large coil and sample. 1 
3. A am.aller sanple in the coil will be able to produce 
lF. Bloch, Nuclear Induction Phys. Rev. 70 (October 1946) 
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leu signal than a larger ssnple because . of the 
dif~erence in the number of spina contributing to 
• 
the signal. 
To design and build a coil capable of giving a uaetul signal as close 
a1 24" to a large metal object, was, then. the tirat step "toward obtaining 
the data necessary tor this study. 
•• Coil De sign 
The selection ot parameters ot the coil used tor a sensing head 
involves a o<Dpromiae between those which give a relaxa'bion time, T. that 
om be read ~airly aoourately, and those which provide a practicable f 
ratio. In general the problem ia thiaa a mnall ooil is desired ~or a T 
~ 1 long enough to read ainoe in any magnetic gradient field T ,v A- where A H 
. H 
is the ohange o£ H aorosa the sample. A large sample means a large A H 
and therefore a small T. On the other hand a large ooil is desired for a 
large ~· Th~ voltage induoed in the ooil by precession of nuclear 
mcments vviea as the size o~ the coil, and this induoed 'VOltage must be 
large enough to override the various noise aouroea in the oirouit. 
Sinoe large gradients are to be measured, the ooil must of necessity 
be small.- Calculations must be made• then, to determine just how amall 
a ooil may be uaed before .1 beoomea too mnall to be praoti·oable. 
N 
b. Ei't'eot of Coil Size on ~ Ratio 
. . 
L, 




Figure 8. Input Circuit and Preamplifier 











~ UN([A SSIF1fD 
In the oirouit used for this experDnent (Figure 8) the precessing 
nuclear magnetic moment ind~oes in the sensing ooil, a voltage which is 
initially of the form V0Ejwt • The t ratio of the oirouit can be tound 
as follows& 
a.. at amplifier output = a. at amplifier input x J. 
N Er . NF 
since the noise figure of the amplifier is defined as 
NF: 
s 
- available at input 
Jl available at output 
N 
. , 
s The lf available at the input is calculated as tollowaa 
R, tJWt e,-= a,Vq £ . 
' c, eo e,. r .. ~ e.= c.+c,_ L~ 
c, Q,Vo €. : 
c.,+ c2. ~ JWt. 
o£ c)wt 
::. vl £ 
-2 
Vp • mean square noise voltage in series with 
-2 
V0 : mean square noise voltage across c1 c2 combination 




: 4 k TBRs l,t : 4 k TB (800) since the input circuit ie 
cl c2 
de signed so the amplifier see a 800 A looking into Ca. 
V2 : peak signal voltage across input to amplifier. 













Then~ available at input= ~s = 
N 'nj 
signal power 
noise power {due to Johnson 
noise) 
fs= ~~G(to) G(f0 ) • amplifier power gain at. mid-frequency 
Prij = 1h TBtV R2. G(.fo) R2 : resistance looking into c2(: 800 ...!\...) 
and "Bnj = Bandwidth of Johnson noise in o.p.a. 'Whioh is taken to be 
1_ x the 3 db bandwidth of the input circuit. 




?s = C 1+C';. v()l. 
; . Pn~ 2. )C 1.\- ~ T B OJ ( ~ 0 0) 
SJ-N o: oF TilE 
,AMPUflER. 
[ "1. Vo 8 k T BnJ 
Kl.-:::: aoo ..fl. 
Vo 2.. 
-









V0 : voltage induced in pick-up ooil by precessing nuclear 
manents 
Ql • Q of the pick-up coil 
-NF : noise figure of ~plifier 
C1 and C2 in series is the proper value of capaoitanoe to 














oellFIBElfT l1t:C " 
' 1 
The expreaaion for V0 was derived by Rempela 
vo = 5.87 X 1()-8 L, I ( mo ) volta 
Lt : Induotanoe of the piok•up ooil in millihenrys 
I : Polarizing current in L, in amps 
~­
'Yt~ 
Filling faotor of the piok-up coil and is 4efined by 
sampleltr 2 sin 2 9 dv 1 
Hr§ dv ' 
Hr : The field at any point caused by the flow of unit 
polarizing current in the coil 
-9 • Angle between Hr and the direction ot eart,h's magnetic 
I 
field. 
This filling factor is introduced to $0oount for the faot that all 
linea of flux do nat out all the turns of the ooil. Therefore, acme of the 
tlux oreated by the preceaaing mag.aetio moments does not contribute to the 
vol't;age induced in the piok~p ooil. (For the oontiguration ot ooila uaed 
in aagnetau'tlers, the value .of ~ ia about 0.3 or Oo4). 
By applying oertJ.ain "praotioal" o~inrai!M equation (1) may be 
pl~d aa ~ "'*"- 4oil at.... !hen it will be viaibly ev1dent jun how 
aall the ooil may be made before I. drops below a reasonable le"f'el. these I . . 
"praotioal". oonatrain'bs were aet a1 follows• 'lhe aaple ~led in the ooil 
ahould be apherioal in ahape ao that at my given poaition in a gradient 
fielcl, 1she value of H aoroaa 't;he aeple will not vary With orientation 
of the sam.p~e. Therefore the ooil length and inai4e di.U.ter will be 
equal if the sample :la to juat fit ~to .the oore ot the ~oil. For a 
given aaple diameter, the ooil length and inlide di11111.ner are detei'Dlined 
lR. o. R8mpel, Magnetcmeter Signal-to-Noise Ratio, Varian Aaaooiate1 
'l'eohnioal Memorandum 'N0..23 










OOJIPISBI l!!Us flNO.A~9~ 
but the outside diameter is not limited. The outdde diameter should be 
large enough that sufficient turns can be put on 1;he coil to give a large 
value of' L1, because the induced volt$ge f'raa th~ precessing prO'IJon.a 
increase direotly as Lu however, if' the outside diameter 11 wey large, 
the large number of' turns will present a signif'ioant reeittanoe tio 'tihe 
polarising current so that a large amount of power will have to be dieli-
pated to polarize the sample, and in addition, the filling faotor will be 
decreased. The limit of' power to be put into the coil was chosen to be 
ane hundred watts, (found f'raa experience to be. a practical upper limit.) 
In order to obtain a more valid and meaningful ocmparbon tr-om ooil 
< 
to coil, the same amount of power ahould be put into each coil and the 
sane amount of' polarizing current used in eaoh coil. 
Since R • P~r it 11 evident that tibia can be achieved only by 
maintaining the sane resistance fran coil to ooil, or- what is equivalent, 
the same size wire and a constant volume of copper in the winding trcm 
coil to ooilo With the inside diameter constrained to be the same dimen• 
lion as the length of' the coil, and the volume of copper constrained to 
be constant, the ooil can be changed only by varying the ratio f (that 
ia, coil length divided by outside dilllleter.) So, when ~ h plotted 
versus ooil size, what will be meant by ooil size is the ratio f. 
Plotting of' equation (3) could be carried through for any she wire 
I (provided wire size remains unchanged throughout the calculation•) and 
the same Shape of curve would be obtained • 
the 
For a oonltant copper volume and conStant power input to the coil, 
variation of' §. with change in 4 is shown in Figure 9. N . o. 













































































































































































































curve because the copper volume varied •lightly from ooil to ooil. The 
reaaon for this is that for the calculations. a wire aiae waa assumed and 
then, in order to aooamnodate the exact number of turns necessary for a 
. given i ratio• the copper volume was allawed to deviate llight;ly :f'rom a 
conlta:nt value. \"' .• 
Since the largest available ~ is desired, this plot shows that the 
ooil should be wound such that the ratio of ita length to its outside 
diameter is approxtmately 0.7. · 
It should be noted at this point that the. only noise which has been 
treated is the Johnson noise in the input circuit and all the noise arising 
tram presence of.the amplifier. A major source ot noise which had to bl 
negle.oted in the treatment eo far, because of ita widely varying oharaoter, 
WaS external pick•Up in the sensing ooile The noises picked up by the 
ooil result from fields created by rotating machinery, power linea, and 
other electronic apparatlls operating in the same vioinity. These external 
noises greatly exceed the anplifier noise and input-circuit Johnaon_noise. 
they are counteracted by a Faraday shield a:nd·noise cancelling coil. 
·(The use of a shield and noile cancelling coil will be elaborated on in 
the next 'sub-section.) This study ot ~ variation with coil lize. 
· ·· however, was neceseary to insure that onoe the external piolc-up noises 
·. · were counteracted, the ooil would be of the proper shape and size to 
provide a useable jLo 
. N 
Experience has shown that a decay time. T, cannot be read if it is 
less than .016 seconds. The reason tor this is 'ttlat a tr~aient ringing 
occurs when the coil is switched from "polarize" to "read•" and the 
precession signal cannot be seen until the transient is danped out. 
~ 29 











~ImlU'P rM1 • WNCLASSIFJ£_ 
A practical swi~ching and damping circuit requires long enough to damp out 
the transient that signals of shorter decay time than .015 seconds cannot 
be seen to be measured. As ahown in Section 2, 
2 AH:-¥P (!J.·-1) T 
1 
-T2 
so if a plain water sample is used for whioh T = 2.8 seconds and lp : 
2.7 x 104 (gauss-seo)-1 , the value T : .015 seconds corresponds to 
,......_ 
AH = 500 gamma. Preliminary measurements of field magnitude made with 
a standard portab1e magnetometer were plotted and indicated a maximum 
gradient of approximately one hundred gamma/inch at 40" £ram the mine case. 
The plot was extrapolated to a distance of 24" from the mine and a value 
of approximately 350 to 400 g~a per inch was obtained. So if the 
sensing head being designed must measure 400 gamma/inoh the sample should 
not exceed 1!" in diameter. 
For a given copper volume in a coil which is oonstraine4 to oarry a 
spherical sample in the core. the filling factor goes down as the dia-
meter of the sample is reduced. If the filling factor is reduced too far 
' by making the sample small in size, the coil may be ineffecti~ in picking 
up a precession signal which would ordinarily be strong enough to be 
detected. The filling factor has previously been defined·asc 
H 2 sin29 dv sample r 
Hr2 dv ~ ~ -
where H r is the H field inside the coil from unit current flowing·' fn the 
ooil, and Q is the angle between the earth's field and the polarizing 
field. To carry through the integration .would be a cumbersome task. 
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1( - 4 - -3 
3 
r sample 
rZooil 1jd2coil ~ ~ooil (2) 
It aample diameter is equal to coil length, this reduces to 
IY) : 2 • 3ggp 1 -- {3) 
l , dlooil ~~coil -/- Zooil 
Where d • mean ooil diameter 
In order to detennine how anall the aanple size oould be reduced before 
the .filling faotor limitation made fUrther reduction tapraotioal, equation 
(I) was plotted, holding oopper volume constant. The value of the copper 
TOlume ohoaen was that tor a ooil ot length 1" and out aide di•eter 1.44" 
{i.e., i. : 0.7). 'l'he reaul'tltng plot, (Figure 10) shon that a temple 
.d . 
diameter of 1" might be choaen aa a lower limit. 
~ombining the oonBideration ot} ~tio, tilling .factor,~ , and 
decay t±me, T, the aize ot the coil capable ot operating in a gradient 
.field ot 600 gamma/inch or lese is obta~ned. Frcn consideration of 'Y( , 
From considerations T, 
From oonliderationa o.f. f 
.it should be 1" or greater in inside diameter. 
it should be li" or less in inside diameter. 
it should be pr.oportioned in the ratio f : o. 7 • Since it will contain 
a apherical eample, the length ahould equal the inside diameter. So a 
coil &a shown in Figure 11 waa ohoaen to be oonstruoted tor tM. experiment. 
t 1= I . s'' 
...,.,.. I 
·1 ~ d= ,. 2.15 
-------
Figure 11 • The Senling Coil 
lv. Paokard "Method o.f Nuclear Induction" 1 Theda, Stanford 













sample was contained Although the inside diameter of the coil was 1}" • the 
in a glass approx:Unately 1/8" in thickness, so the diameter of the sample 
waa 1-f". 
It can be seen from the foregoing calculations that th~ coil size 
chosen is not the absolute minimum that would work. &naller coils should 
be capable of pr.oducing a ,signal due to nuclear induction, but this size 
ooil appears fran the calculations to offer an optimum for the condi'b:tcma 
under Which it must operate. 
The size of wire with which to wind the coil was chosen to give 
practical values of current and inductance. The Varian Station Magneto-
meter operates on 5 amps polarizing current. If' this 8maller coil is woudd 
using number 20 copper wire. the d. c. res.istance would be about 2.5 ohms 
ao that with a 12 volt storage battery used as the polarizing source, a 
current of' slightly under 5 amps would f'low in the coil. The storage 
battery is capable of' providing this amount of current f'or a reasonable 
period of time. Although the single coil with its sample constitute the 
whole sensing head, an additional coil is added. This is a noise can• 
celling coil to aid in reducing the noise pic~-up when working in the 
presence of' a number of operating electronic devices and electrical 
machinery. Both coils are further surrounded by a Faraday shield. The 
noise cancelling coil is identical with the sensing coil. It i$ placed 
beside the sensing coil with the axis of the two parallel. and connected 
in series such that an external field will induce curre~ts in each coil 
which flow in opposite directions and therefore cancel. Besides the added 
siae of the sensing head 'When a noise cancelling ooil ia employed. twice 
as muoh power must be supplied, beoauae both ooila must bb. polarited • 
I . I ~ ,,.( :f. ;. , \ .,:, ' .~ 









This is no problem, though, it the power ia available. Instead. ot one 
12 wlt battery, two were uaed. aa the polarising aOUJ"oe. 
The electrical oharacteriitioa of the finilhed double coil •re a 
L1 a L2 • 6. 91 Mh . 
Ll -!- L2 -} 2M : 14.6 Mh 
Rdc • 4.7 ohme 
Q 1142.6 
(It ahould be no'bed that al~ough the two coila are oonneo1ied in aeries 
opposing so tar aa e:Rernal t.iel4a are oonoerned, they t.1'4t in aeriea 
aiding with respect to the field produced by the opposite ooil, and so 
the total inductance is the sum of' the separate induotanoea plus two 
times the mutual inductance.) 
The water sample was placed into one of the coils in a spherical glasa 
bulb. A a.nple oould be placed in both ooils and the output voltage would 
be doubled. However the oharaoteristio exponential envelope of the output 
would be observed only if the two coila were in the same value or mag• 
. . .. 
netic field. If they were not, the frequency of the wltage induced in 
each would be different, and the resultant output would have an envelope 
containing beats at the dif'ferenoe frequency. Since the time conatant 
ot the decay of suoh a eignal would be dif'fioult to measure, a sample was 
used in only one ooil. 
o. The Experimental System 
The system that waa set up for taking the data to produce a plot 
· of the gradients around the mine is shown in Figure 12. 
An explanation of the various elements of the system is given 
below. 
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UNCLASSIFIED (l) Preamplifier 
the preamplifier is a three stage tranaistorized audio 
amplifier. The only reason transistors •ere used was that 
eventually, in the final package, the preamplifier wou.ld 
have to be located right with the sensing head. This would 
be necessary beoause of the attenuation in the length ot 
oable between the sensing element and the ship. The 3 db 
bandwidth of the preamplifier 1a 4137 c.p.s. (from 363 
o.p.s. to 4500 o.p.a.). It was made fairly broad band 
to handle the eventuality of fields much different tram 
50,000 gamma as the result of large gradients. However, 
this bandwidth was later found unnecessary and so a narrow 
bandpass filter was added after the third stage to reduce 
noise, and the input was tuned to enhance the input signal • 
The measured oharaoteristios of the preamplifier are 
as follows a 
Gain • 85 db (without input tuning) 
Gain •112 db (with tuning) 
Bandwidth • 4137 o.p.s. (363 to 4500) 
Noise Figure • 8.43 db 
A circuit diagram of the preamplifier is shown in Figure 13. 
( 2) Tuning and Matching Network 
Sinoe the value of magnetic field around the mine did not 
vary enough to require a wide bandwidth system. the input 
signal to the preamplifier could be increased by tuning the 
pick-up coil to approximately 2180 o.p.s. (the frequency 
~ 36 UNCLASS\f\fJ) 
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l 
oorre1ponding 'tao a tield ot . i gaua. ) Thil ael""fed 'tao 
inoreaae the s· ratio of 'bhe ayltem. When a oapaei1aor waa 
i 
placed in parallel with the aenaing coil to -tune it, the 
impedance looking into the oQII.bination did not match 
the preamplifier inpu'b impeclanoe of .PJ)l"O:x:imately 800 ••. 
The impedance matoh waa ·aoocmpliehed by a oapaoitor diTider 
~angemen~a 
PRf' 
<E-~ 1n . AMPLifiER. 
00 : .36 tJf 
(e2) 2 Z • €- Zo lt'l• . 0 where Z0 : Q 'L W 
• L 
. .. 2 ro; 
z,.,= 800 "(~:) Zo . - 8630...1'1.-




ca = 1.18 p.f 
cl: 0.52 f4 
The aeries· oanbinaticm. ot c1 and 02 ia the oapaoitanoe neoeaeary 
to resonate the ooil at 2180 o.p.s. Oz is of such a value 
that looking baok into the L-0 combination across c2 to ground, 
the amplifier aeea 800 obme impedance. 
,-
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(:S) Relay and Damping Oizoouit 
Since 'tlhe ~-· ooil is used to pick up the nuclear 
precession signal end to polarize the sample. a -.itoh• 
ing arrangement mun be provided to switch the ooil 
be'tiween the polarising aouroe end the pre•plifier. Thia 
problem is elightly complicated by the taot that the ooil 
osnnot be oonaeot.d inst~aneoualy to the preamplifier 
onoe the polarising vol'bage is dieconneoted. The polaris• 
ing ourrent that oontinU..s to f'low in 'tlhe ooil is ot 
auf'f'ioieut magnitude that it woulddlaage the traneie\ora 
of the preamplifier •. and 80 a delay must be provic.t..d 
between the time 1;!w coilt·oW. diaoonneoted h'Clllll the · 
polarizing souroe and the time it is connected to the 
preamplifier. During thia delay, the current remaining 
in the coil must be damped out. It is desirable to out the 
current ott ae quiCkly aa possible or protons whioh were 
lined up with the polarizing field will precess about the 
decaying field at .various frequencies correapondinf\:.~~ the 
values a88umed by this decaying field rather than preeeaa• 
ing about the earth' a magnetic field at a single' freqUency' 
and in a coherent manner. 
To accomplish the desired effect. two switchee are used. 
The first disconnects the polarizing voltage f'rom the ooil 
pendtting the current to .flow into a dam.pi&g. oirouit. 
Atter the current has been damped to a suf'ficiently low 
value. a second ~itch disconnects the coil from the damping 
39 \l~(\JSS\f\t\) 
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oirouit and oonneota it to th LASSIFI£D e preamplifier. 
A oirouit diagram of the switching relay and damping system 
is shown in Figure li• 
d. Collecting the Data for Gradiet\t Pattern With Mine Oriented 
North-South 
To measure the gradients in the earth's field in a plane 24" above 
the upper surface or the mine, the setup shown in Figure 15 was used. 
The mine was plaoed in an open apace out~of'-doora away from any 
other metal objects that might atteot the gradient in the eaJ"th' li field 
1igniticantly. Then the coil waa moved to various positions on the stand 
-over the mine • and at each poai~ion a picture 11'aa taken of the wa"f'8form 
on the CRO resulting f'rcl:ll 1Jhe \proton precession signal. Two ex•plea of auoh 
· . pioturea are ahown in Figure 1 on page 3. The t iDle ot decay of the signal 
· • na measured on the photograph. and this tbte converted· to the' gradient in 
gtamJla/inoh. A plot or the gradient• measured in a plane 24" t.bove the mine 
o~e ia shown in Figure 16. 
' ' 
Fraa the plot or Figure 16• a simulated display was 1nade aa the 
' . . . 
· m1ne ·would be viewed on an OIGilloaoopeo This display ••• oonlt'l"\loted ·a• 
'·;-1rhough a number of measuraments were taken eimultaneouel.y by a matrix of 
. f .. --~t_ .. _;. : : .. 1l"~~ . : .-~:. . ' . . . 
. · -•. : ltneing heads 'towed aoroaa the mine 24" above it, and a -.,~ appeared on 
· .. · . 1tne scope for eaoh sensing head. it the intensity of eaOh apot were. pro-
portional to the gradient at the point it repreaanta. the presentation 
. aeen in Figure 11 would be obtained. 
·e. Gradient Pa1item With Mine Oriented Eait..Wen • 
•.' 
· The plat; or t.he gradiet tield above the mine with it oriented 
,, 
in a lorth•S<>;U'bh direotion tum.ed out to be approxima-tely 'What was expected 
. - . . . 
·.··and oontaine4 several oharacteristioe that could certainly 'ideutity it. 
'tQDIImM!.TM· 40 
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The next step in the experiment was to orient the mine east-west and 
repeat the measurements to determine if' an entirely different pattern is 
obtained. If' the pattern obtained with the east-west ol"ientation 18 
significantly different tram that obtained with a north-sou~ orientation, 
this method of' identifying mines will net prove practicable. 
Before taking measurements on the mine in an ean-west orientation, 
it would be profitable to try to determine what sort of' a pattern to 
expect. In the f'irst place, the induced magnetilllll should be expected to 
give an eff'eot the same ae that shown in Figure 6 (i.e., thel"e should be 
higher gradients at the north and south sides of' the mine oase and lower 
gradient a between). However, since the diltanoe aoron the mine in the 
direction of' the earth's magnetic field is leas in the ean-weat orienta-
tion. than in the north-south orientation the ef'feot might be expected to 
be less. (This actually turns out to be the Ca88J the value of' gradients 
meaeured f'or the east-west orientation are about one-halt the value of' the 
corresponding measurements in the north-south orientation.) 
Secondly, if' there is ey permanent magnetiiiD. in the mi~ case it 
Should be expected to appear as a certain Characteristic in the plot ot 
the gradient field, and this characteristic should be present both in the 
· · north-south orientation plot and the east-west orientation plot. For 
this reason, we should expect the east-west plot to bear at least aome 
resemblance to the north-south plot • 
Our conolusiont, then, are that the east-west plot should be similar 
in shape to the north-aouth plot ~ the gradient valU..1 lets then in the 
· north-south plot. Figure 18 11 a plot of' the gradient tield tor 'bhe mine 
~-- 46 
It il seen ~~.ta)i.\o~~ similar,. 
4o · ~ ~· 'i \ ), u~C~A$~\Ftto 














GANFIJ)F!NT I LJ1 UNCLASSIFIED 
(but dilltorted) pattern~ this similarity is presumably due to the perma-
nent magnetism of the mine caae. and it is seen that the gradient nluee 
are approx:bnately half the value of the corresponding gradients in the 
north-south orientation pattern. 
When the gradients were measured in the east..,.,.st orientation. an 
experiment was o~mducted to tind it a still smaller coil could be used. 
A new coil was wound which was half the size ot the coil used for measure-
ments in the north-south orientation, that 111. the inside di1111eter was 3/4" 
and the total inductance of the s~nsing coil and noise cancelling ooil in 
series was 7.1 Mh. The following modification to the input oircuit was 
made a 
. ~3 }A f 
. 8?. !A f PR£ AfviPl-1 Ft£1€-
Figure 19. Modified Input Circuit 
The polarizing sour~e was increased to 30 volts t~ provide a polariz-
ing current of 8 amps. and the sample was polarised a second or two longer 
tor each reading to obtain a_useable magnitude of output signal. The 
volume of the sample had been reduced by a factor of four in this smaller 
-ooil so these steps were necessary to align enough nuclear moments in the 
\ 
~ireotion of the polarizing field to get a useable signal. Figure 20 b 
Shows a photograph of the 3/4" o~il. along with the one used for north• 


















south measurements, Figure 20 a.and a station magnetaneter ooil, 
/ 
Figure 20 o tor size oanparison 
The smaller 3/4" ooil did not exhibit any advantages over the li" 
ooil. It should have been oapable of readings oloser to 1;he mine, bub 
tor unexplainable reasons would.not produce a signal any oloaer than the 
li" coil. The 3/4" coil had the major disadvantage of heating. The 
transverse relaxation time, T2, or any particular substanoe inoreaaea 
with temperature, . and so oare had to be exercised that readings were 
taken at about the seme ~pera~re and the T2 of the aeple had to be 
measured at the operating temperature. It was conoluded. that the li" 
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4. Conoluaiona. UNCLASSIFI£D 
The relati v.ly small amount ot data obtained in this experiment 
limits the oonolu8ions whioh oan be reaohed. Only one mine was tested 
and it gave a pattern whioh. if seen again. might be very easily identi• 
tied as a Mk: .25 type mine oaae. ·It should not be oonoluded trQIIl this 
that the field gradient pattern soheme for identifYing mines will wol"k 
in all oases. For one thing. it is not known what differcntoe in pattern 
would be ~btained if there were no permanent magnetillll in the mine oase 
or if the permanent magnetism in another Mk • 25 type mine oase oould 
differ enough to give an entirely different pattern. 
However. the results o£ this experiment oan lead to some politive 
· .· oonolusiona reg~ ding the olaasitioation ot mines by a eyltem utilising 
the. field gradient pattern soheme. The taot that the one mine tested did 
have an identifying signature is promising enough to make further in• 
. vestigation seem profitable. Then, 'What may prow more important, the 
,,,, '":,,/'experiment shows that even if a_ given class of mines does not always yield 
··· ,,,. ·· · the same. pattern, a fairly good estimate of two of the dimensions of the 
· · · inine oan be obtained. In the two plots obtained, if the contour is 
' arbitrarily ohosen whose value ia 1/3 the maximum gradient measured (say 
·,; 200 gamma/inch tor the north-south plot and 50 g~as per inch for the 
east-west plot) it shows the mine to be 80" x 40" and 75" x 32" 
·--"-·$'''-·re.speotive'ty as compared with the aotual dimensions 80" x 22". Even 
.-- ;. ·though this gives distorted dimensions, it compares favorably with a 
- · high resolution sonar. 
Sinoe the dimensions of the mine oannot be obtained this aoourately 














pattern method provides additional information over that available traa 
sonar. Theae dimensiona are, of course, intor.mation that would help 
identity a oontaot as mine or nonoooJilinee 
The conoluaions that may be reached aa a result of the foregoing 
experimentation are, then, as toll.._• 
... 
1. The method of mine olaasifioation by the magnetic 
field gradient pattern scheme appeara pramistng because it 
presents more infonution than is now available from aonar. 
2. There is not enough information available to tell 
Whether a given class of mine has a oharaoteriatio signature, 
but it appears possible to at least measure the size of the 
mine in two dimenlions to a fair degree of aoouraoy. 
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APPENDIX I 
Derivation of an expression for the voltage induced in a coil by 
nuclear induction from spins in a spherical sample which is in a magnetic 
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Figure I-1 Distribution of spins subjected to magnetic field. 
Each nuclear moment, as it precesses about the direction of the 
JWt 
earth's magnetic field induces a voltage of the form£ in a properly 
oriented piok-up coil. If the number of spins sub~cted to a value of 
magnetic field (or the value of W corresponding to that fieldH • since 
W::: ¥p f-1) is as shown in Figure I-1. the voltage induced by the moments 
.;wt 
between W andw+dWis proportional to m(w) £ dw. assuming all the 
spins to be precess.ing in phase. The total induced voltage from all the 
spins in a sample is 
f(t) = J (Y] (t.>) £ jWt o/w 
Assume that the gradient of the field across the sample is such that 
the number of spins subjected to a given field assumes a Lorentzian 
distribution: 
M (w)::: ____ M j+ (w-u>o)~ 
53 
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(For the ease of a constant field gradient across a spheriUNCLASSIFifD 
this is a good approxLmation. This fact, coupled with the faet that the 
use of the Lorentzian distribution leads to an exponential expression and 
so, in this case, simplifies the mathematics, seems sufficient justifica-
tion for its use.) 







--- - \2 
1 +(w-o--w-)"-- ( '(: tl H} 
(wD- w) = 6 w 
dw 
Then w :::: Wo- .6W c\w = d (.6-w) 
Substituting into (1) 
f(t)=J~ M(~':t: r d(flw] 
- oO I -t 6w 'O'p 6H 
j W0 t' J-<:. -j (A w) 1:: 
= Me E. J..(pw) ~~f~ H J -..o I -t- (~u3) 2- ( ~;~/i) 2. 
~t 
; ~)Jab op ...,,_t d ( tlw l"p~ f/) ~· ~'-'~\. cy-~-:- y· 
Equation (3) is of the form 
(1) 
(2) 
I< foe E. -J-¥- ~ = I< r<>O ~~ 
1 -t- l'/-?... _) 
c4 - J. Kf= ~ 1- Jx.. 




In the imaginary half, the numeratpr is an odd function and the denomi-
nator is an even function, so the result of the integration of the 
imaginary part from-~ to+ oe Jiu be zero. 














From integral tables UNClASSIFIED 
1 . ,a CtJo..; !WI X / -t- tJ- }._ 0 k- u - Jrm ( t. 2 
, 
~ . 
( J'p~Llt!) J ~ exp -J( [',W X) t J+(4w)2. (a. ~H )z. 
-= f 
c/ l 6.tU Xo ~H) 
JW0 t 
ME. 
tv'\ £. JWat - r 
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T;.* -t (t) = 





This derivation does not take into account the natural decay time 
constant, T2, due to the spin-spin and spin-lattice couplings in the 
sample. Because of the presence of these couplings, the induced voltagec 
-7 
from a sample in a zero gradient field includes an attenuation term £ 2 
where T2 is a constant of the sample material. Therefore the expression 
for the voltage induced from a sample in a non-zero gradient field con-
t _t 
-- ,..,- T,~ 




is proportional to 
t 
- t: 
v~c: ~ E r:.i'< 
V 
- t . ~ E. T JWot E 



















T:2- + G..* UNCLASSIFIED I 
T2 • the natural decay time of the sample 
T2*• the decay time due to the presence of a field gradient 
Equation (2) may be rewritten in the fqrm 
J Wo t 1 c:<> - j (Aw) t 
- ME. E.. . 
t (t)- (~ \2- (~) 2 c· 6W) 2 Yto 6 1-1 ) - o0 ;2. -T 
o1 (t1w) 
lor an actual sample, the integration would not be ta~n ever all ~ 
but just over the limits of uv actually existing across the sample (say 
(.U I to W,_.) Therefore the expreS·SiOn for the VOltage WOUld .take the 
f (t) = 
M [J 'Vo t Jw,.. _ j (Aw) t ()'p~f+ )" (' Y d(Aw) w, . 2.. . + 6 t.D ' form: ( ¥~~u )z. 
When expressed in this form, it is seen that the voltage induced by t9e 
nuclear spins in a sample located in a gradient field is proportional te 
the Fourier Transform of a function of the change of field across the 
s•ple. 
















Derivation of' an expression for the magnetic field in a plane above 
an induced magnetic dipole. 
A coordinate system is defined with z as the vertical direction, x. 
the direction of' the horizontal component of' the earth's magnetic field, 
and y completing the righthand orthogonal system. The origin is taken as 











The total field in the region well away fran the material is 
H = He + 1-la 
where 1-tct is the field induced by the dipol-e momentitii. This field ilt 
. 
IH = \7 [,., · v(f)]"' IWi rl.- 3r (~Wi .. f) S' r 
Let J-lote.be.the canponent of' J-ld in the direction o.t' He.and 1-l~t be 
the component transverse to He • At distances su()h that l-ld < <. He. 
- ~ ~ [ :. J '/2. H =/HI= (He ;-l-l«e.) -1- .Wdt 
\-\ = ~\e.. rl-+ ~~e. + \4dt ~ --- 1 \_ He. 2 l-le..2 
_.. ~ 

















direction of 1-le. J when it is aligned ~-fYYl will be predominately in the 
exactly with He._ 
- 1>11 Hae- ~ (I:_ 3 ~~ "4 ol) 
where o\ = angle between tte and r • ( ( points from the induced dipole 
to the point where the field is being measured.) 
Since H e. , r =. He r CoS o(. 
C.D~ o( -
X. Co~ (3 
r 
Substituting (2) into (1) 
h ~~n (3 
r 
l~de ~ ';3 { f- 3\!.,<-;i'~ + h'-s•n2. {j r:z... + /( h "'~ 2 {3 ] } 
If the dipole is passed over at a height h while travelling in the 
north-south direction, '1::: 0 and ' 
\4 · = CWl - {t _ 3 [ x.2· ~l. 13- x h ~ 2 A + h 2. M-n 7. All ae {£4-t~'-)~h ~2.+ hl. -JJ 
and the gradient in the direction of travel ia 
_2. ~ = ~ (We + \-\de\ =- ~ 1-\e 
dX :J J( \ · J a J( 
= _ . 3 ll'Yl [ry_. (I + 2 CoS -z. (3 J -· h 
(X2..+!,l.)3h . -~ St~ 2(3 
-5,Y. ( J..i....c.L>_,s'f3 -xh ·srn 2. (3 + h2. sm 2 f> \ L 
)(2..-th'l. ) j 
For the a imple oase in which ~ = o , if d J~ e is set equal to zero-
it is f~und that the extremes of He. ooour at ry. = ± \<hwhioh agrees with 
the results obtained in Figure 6 • 
... 
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